FJU.  HEC.  Chinese Culture:  Why I selected this course.  Fall, 2007-2008.


1. I have taken another of Mr. B's courses.
	--- I enjoyed the course
	--- I'm accustomed to and like his teaching methods

2. I can meet friends
	--- from overseas
	--- from other departments

3. I want to be able to introduce Chinese Culture 
	--- to foreigners
	--- to overseas Chinese
	--- in written and spoken English
	--- in written and spoken Chinese (Mandarin)

4. To maintain and improve my English language skills ("use it, or lose it")

5. To review and improve my knowledge of various aspects of Chinese culture 
	--- which I have studied previously
	--- which we often take for granted
	--- which I have not studied in detail

6. To become aware of Chinese culture with respect to the culture of other countries
	--- similarities
	--- differences

7. to improve my knowledge of the customs ("ways") of Chinese people
	--- so I can explain these customs to others
	--- so, because of a lack of knowledge,  
		I will not commit any faux pas  (terrible mistakes) 
	--- so I will be able to avoid misunderstandings or conflicts
	--- so I will be able to conduct business with the people in Taiwan
		with a minimum of trouble

8. As I believe my last class of the week should be a class I enjoy

9. To be exposed to different views of Chinese Culture

10. To be able to interact with and both to explain and to promote Chinese culture

	--- when in Taiwan  
		to foreigners 
		to overseas Chinese

	--- when overseas

11. As a former volunteer at the National Palace Museum, I have a strong interest
	in Chinese Culture

12. It is interesting to have a foreign teacher



13. A relative suggested that I take this course

14. To have practice in looking up information

15. Because of my course schedule
	--- I was able to select this course
	--- I was compelled to select this course

16. Because some of my friends selected this class

17. To learn how to teach English to Chinese students

18. As I'm interested in English, I want to take some courses taught in English

19. From reading the syllabus (course outline), I feel this course will be interesting

20. To increase my vocabulary
	--- English
	--- Chinese

21. To help me improve my translation skills
	Chinese to foreign languages 
	foreign languages to Chinese

22. I want to increase my knowledge of Chinese Culture so I can get along in Taiwan
	--- because I'm a foreigner
	--- because I'm an overseas Chinese

23. To understand what traditions are old and what are new
	--- which ones have changed, and why  
	--- which ones have not changed

24. To have a fuller understanding of the characteristics of the Chinese language
	e. g., 	radicals
		dialects
		tones

25. To become aware of some of the important problems of Taiwan
	--- what the problems are
	--- causes
	--- solutions

26. To learn about some interesting scenic spots in Taiwan
	--- well-known
	--- not so well-known

27. To become aware of Taiwan imports and exports

28. To learn more about the organization and functions of Taiwan's government

